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Transport Construction Prague, based in Brno Czech Republic
We specialise in road constructions

London , 05.01.2020, 11:10 Time

USPA NEWS - Dopravní Stavby Praha, based in Brno, was established in 1992. The vast majority of the employees were workers
who left the Dopravní Stavby Brno state enterprise. The fact that we started our business from scratch eventually proved to be a very
good step. We were not burdened with the history and bulk of large construction behemoths, nor with the entanglements of personal
relations, etc. However, we wanted to keep the name Dopravní Stavby. Most of us had been connected with it, and we were very
proud of it, especially me. We chose the name Dopravní Stavby Praha, but we renamed it to Brno as soon as it was possible to do so.
Maybe the story I wrote about our name at that time could bring a smile to your face. 

As I have said, most of us have been working for Dopravní Stavby since the company´s establishment. This creates a profoundly
pleasant harmony between those in the experienced middle age and the predatory youth. It is very enjoyable to not only observe, but
also to participate in this continuous transfer of knowledge and experience. Thousands of observations, hundreds of experiences,
dozens of dramatic stories could be excitingly written from our, nearly, thirty years of operation. Some might be rough and ragged, but
they would rather be gentle and sweet, as life in human communities is usually tender and sweet anyway. It would certainly be an
interesting and very fat book. To make full sense, though, it would have to be read completely. There is certainly no time for that now,
maybe some other time, somewhere else“¦ 

The opening sentences were rather a look into the past. And what about our present?! We are a modern, flexible, sporty and slender
company, size M. Neither super skinny nor huge, we are Just right for these days! We are an ideal company for urban areas, but of
course, we can manage constructions in rural areas just as well, if not better.
And what we can do best! We specialise in road constructions! Sewerage and water supply systems! Tram tracks! Of course, we fully
manage the construction with minimal time closures. In fact, we are interested in everything that concerns transport engineering and
civil engineering in any way.
If you are looking for someone like that ““ try us!
I am sure we will not disappoint you!
And most importantly, our word and our price are our bond!
Vlastimil ChlÃ¡dek
P.S. The foreword includes a photo gallery that showcases the wide range of our constructions.
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